
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

       
NAVAJO NATION,      ) 
a federally recognized Indian tribe,   ) 
Navajo Nation Department of Justice ,  ) 
       )     
  Plaintiff,    ) 
       ) 
  v.     )    Civil Action No. 1:14-CV-01909 (TSC) 
       ) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,  )     
       )  
  and     ) 
       ) 
RYAN ZINKE, in his official capacity as  ) 
Secretary, U.S. Department of the Interior,  ) 
       ) 
  Defendants.    ) 
                                                 ) 
 

MEMORANDUM REGARDING ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

This case is now ripe for a determination as to the relief to be granted to Plaintiff.  After 

Plaintiff appealed this Court’s rejection of Plaintiff’s claims, the D.C. Circuit concluded that 

judgment should be entered for Plaintiff.  But the D.C. Circuit did not specify the details of that 

judgment beyond stating that the award amount is not limited to the Secretarial amount for the 

contract.  Thus, it falls to this Court to decide what amount, above the previously awarded 

Secretarial amount, should be awarded as damages to the Plaintiff. 

In light of the D.C. Circuit’s decision in favor of Plaintiff and the absence of any specific 

discussion of remedy, Defendants request that, to effectuate the Court of Appeals’ decision, the 

Court enter a judgment granting summary judgment in favor of Plaintiff, denying Defendants’ 

motion for summary judgment, declaring that Navajo Nation Department of Justice’s (“Navajo 

Nation”) proposed Calendar Year (“CY”) 2014 Annual Funding Agreement (“AFA”) proposal is 
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deemed approved as of January 3, 2014, and awarding damages for breach of contract by 

Defendants at a level this Court determines to be reasonable. 

A damages award based on Navajo Nation’s proposed $17,055,517.00 funding level for 

CY 2014 is facially unreasonable, and as such it should be rejected.  The Navajo Nation’s 

proposed funding was more than 13 times ($17,055,517/$1,292,532) the level of funding 

determined by the Secretary for this contract, and the Navajo Nation has not provided a detailed 

explanation to the BIA or this Court as to why this proposed funding is facially reasonable.  This 

Court should use the proposed funding levels that Navajo Nation submitted in years when those 

proposals were not hand-delivered during a lapse in federal appropriations—proposed funding 

levels of $3,422,609 in CY 2012 and $2,072,950 in CY 2013 for this ISDEAA contract—as 

guideposts in determining a reasonable damages award.  In the alternative, the Court should 

require Plaintiff to provide a detailed justification for its proposed damages for breach of the 

deemed approved CY 2014 AFA or, if further fact finding at the administrative level would be 

useful in the Court’s determination of a reasonable damages level here, the Court could remand 

this case back to the BIA before awarding damages. 

BACKGROUND 

On October 4, 2013, Plaintiff hand-delivered the Navajo Nation’s proposed CY 2014 

AFA to the BIA during a lapse in federal appropriations that barred the Executive agencies of the 

federal government, including the Department of the Interior and the BIA, from operating from 

October 1, 2013, through October 16, 2013, except in limited circumstances set forth by law.  On 

October 21, 2013, the BIA issued a letter acknowledging receipt of the Navajo Nation’s CY 

2014 AFA proposal on October 17, 2013 and noting that the “government was on shutdown from 

October 1, 2013, through October 16, 2013, which included mail delivery to our office,” and that 
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the BIA therefore had “90 days after October 17, 2013, to approve, decline, or award the 

proposal.  The 90-day period will end on January 15, 2014.”  Compl. Ex. D (ECF No. 1) 

(emphasis in original); see also Stipulations ¶ 21 (ECF No. 17).  On November 7, 2013, the BIA 

issued a letter to the Navajo Nation that described the agency’s concerns with the proposal and 

requested additional information to resolve those concerns.  Stipulations ¶¶ 24–25; Defs.’ MSJ 

Ex. D (ECF No. 18).  The BIA noted in its review that “[t]he proposed CY 2014 budget amount 

of $17,055,517.00 is substantially more than the FY 2013 Direct Base” and recommended that 

the Navajo Nation submit a revised budget for $1,292,532, which was the Secretarial amount 

provided for the prior fiscal year.  Defs.’ MSJ Ex. D at 1.  The BIA’s letter requested that the 

Navajo Nation “provide [its] response to our points of concern by November 29, 2013, so that 

we may complete the review of [its] CY 2014 SAFA proposal.  We will hold the approval of the 

Tribal Courts proposal until requested documents are submitted.”  Id. at 2.  Navajo Nation did 

not respond. 

On January 15, 2014, the BIA issued its formal partial declination of the Navajo Nation’s 

CY 2014 AFA proposal.  Stipulations ¶ 30; Compl. Ex. F.  In the partial declination, the BIA 

noted that it had advised the Navajo Nation on November 7, 2013, that the proposed budget of 

$17.055,517.00 “far exceeded the funding available” for FY 2014 which was anticipated to be 

$1,292.532.1  Compl. Ex. F at 1 (emphasis added).  The BIA accordingly—pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 

§ 5321(a)(2)(D) and 25 C.F.R. § 900.22(d)—declined the amount of funding requested by the 

                                                 
1 This amount was only “anticipated” because the government was operating under a continuing 
resolution, with only 29.32% of the 2014 President’s budget submission funds available through 
January 15, 2014.  Compl. Ex. H; Compl. Ex. J at 2.  The Secretarial amount for FY 2014 was 
based on the FY 2013 full year amount with a sequester reduction.  Compl. Ex. H at 1 & Ex. A.  
The BIA ultimately paid Navajo Nation $1,814,135.00 for the CY 2014 Tribal Courts Program 
contract, see Pl.’s MSJ SMF 31 (ECF No. 15-1), $1,296,448 of which was allocated to the 
Secretarial amount for the contract. 
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Navajo Nation above the $1,292,532 Secretarial amount determined pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 

§ 5325(a)(1).2  Id. 

Following the BIA’s January 15, 2014, partial declination of the Navajo Nation’s CY 

2014 AFA proposal, Plaintiff filed the instant lawsuit asserting that this declination was untimely 

and that the Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal must therefore be deemed approved and a 

contract awarded for the full amount proposed.  The Navajo Nation requested (i) a judgment 

declaring that the Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal is deemed approved as of January 3, 

2014, (ii) a judgment compelling the Secretary to sign, award, and fund the Navajo Nation’s CY 

2014 AFA in the amount of at least $17,055,517, and (iii) an award of damages for breach of 

contract in the amount of $15,762,985, plus interest, fees, and costs.3  The proposed award level 

for the deemed approved contract was the amount originally requested in Navajo Nation’s CY 

2014 AFA proposal, and the proposed damages equal the amount originally requested less the 

$1,292,532 Secretarial amount for the CY 2014 AFA.  

                                                 
2 On August 1, 2016, after the close of summary judgment briefing in this case, the U.S. House 
of Representatives, Office of the Law Revision Counsel, transferred the codification of the 
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975 (“ISDEAA”) from 25 U.S.C. 
§ 450 et seq. to 25 U.S.C. § 5301 et seq.  Defendants reference the ISDEAA’s current 
codification, but the parties’ prior briefing and correspondence reflect the ISDEAA’s previous 
codification. 
3 The Navajo Nation also sought $15,762,985 in damages in a claim sent to the BIA purportedly 
under the CDA by letter dated March 24, 2014.  See Compl. Ex. K.  On May 13, 2014, the BIA 
sent the Navajo Nation a letter in response to the Navajo Nation’s purported claim.  See Compl. 
Ex. L.  In its letter, the BIA asserted that although the Navajo Nation submitted a claim pursuant 
to the CDA under 25 C.F.R. Subpart N, “Post-Award Contract Disputes,” the Navajo Nation’s 
claim in fact was a pre-award declination appeal that should instead be appealed under 25 C.F.R. 
Subpart L, “Appeals.”  The Navajo Nation should therefore not appeal to the awarding official 
but instead should either file an informal conference request with the awarding official, an appeal 
to the Interior Board of Indian Appeals (“IBIA”), or a complaint to the applicable federal district 
court.  Compare 25 C.F.R. §§ 900.152-153 with 25 C.F.R. §§ 900.219-221.  The Navajo Nation 
chose to file its complaint in the instant proceeding.  See 25 U.S.C. § 450f(b)(3); 25 C.F.R. 
§ 900.153. 
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The parties cross-moved for summary judgment.  The Court entered summary judgment 

in favor of Defendants and denied Plaintiff’s cross-motion.  The Court held that Navajo “Nation 

should be equitably estopped from asserting the January 2, 2014 deadline because of its silence 

in response to BIA’s October 21, 2013 and November 7, 2013 letters, which made clear the 

agency’s understanding that its deadline for acting on Navajo Nation’s proposal was January 15, 

2014.”   Mem. Opinion at 9-14 (ECF No. 30).  The Court noted that “the record demonstrates 

that the Nation acted in bad faith by maintaining its silence where common honesty and fair 

dealing demanded that it speak.”  Id. at 14.  The BIA, on the other hand, “acted diligently and in 

good faith in working on the Proposal.”  Id. at 15.  The Court therefore declined to “sanction the 

Nation’s gamesmanship in taking advantage of a government shutdown by rewarding it with the 

windfall that it seeks.”  Id. 

The D.C. Circuit reversed, holding that equitable estoppel does not arise in this case.  

Navajo Nation v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 852 F.3d 1124, 1129-30 (D.C. Cir. 2017).  The Circuit 

Court also found that the lapse in appropriations was not the sort of extraordinary circumstance 

that would justify equitable tolling of the 90-day deadline, id. at 1130, and that the proposal was 

received by the agency for purposes of starting the 90-day clock when it was hand-delivered on 

October 4, 2013.  Id. at 1128-30.  Finally, the D.C. Circuit rejected Defendants’ argument that 

even if the proposal is deemed approved, Navajo Nation cannot be awarded funds exceeding the 

Secretarial amount for the contract.  Id. at 1130.  The Circuit Court noted that “[t]his argument 

has been oft rejected,” citing Yurok Tribe v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, 785 F.3d 1405, 1412 (Fed. 

Cir. 2015), and Seneca Nation of Indians v. U.S. Dep’t of Health & Human Servs., 945, F. Supp. 

2d 135, 150-51 (D.D.C. 2013).  Id. 
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However, although the D.C. Circuit’s order requires the entry of judgment in favor of 

Plaintiff, it does not detail the appropriate remedy for the BIA’s untimely declination of the 

Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA contract proposal.  In particular, the D.C. Circuit did not 

describe which aspects of the relief requested by Plaintiff should be awarded and at what level 

above the Secretarial amount. 

The mandate has issued, and this Court now has jurisdiction to effectuate the D.C. 

Circuit’s decision by entering judgment, and fleshing out the details of that judgment, in this 

case. 

ARGUMENT   

Faced with its current obligation to effectuate the appellate mandate, this Court should 

enter a judgment granting summary judgment to Plaintiff, denying Defendants’ motion for 

summary judgment, declaring that Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal is deemed approved 

as of January 3, 2014, and awarding damages for breach of contract by Defendants at a level this 

Court determines to be reasonable.  Although the D.C. Circuit rejected the notion that any award 

should be limited to the Secretarial amount for CY 2014, it did not require the award to be set at 

the proposed $17,055,517 funding level.  Indeed, to award damages for breach of contract in the 

amount of $15,762,985—the proposed $17,055,517 funding level less the $1,292,532 Secretarial 

amount for the CY 2014 AFA—would give Plaintiff more than 13 times the Secretarial amount 

for the contract (or the amount the Secretary would have otherwise provided if its declination 

had not been untimely) as a consequence of responding to Plaintiff’s proposal a mere thirteen 

days after the deadline expired.  That windfall would create a significant adverse fiscal impact to 
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the United States for a program that funded 185 tribal courts in CY 2014 using only an 

approximately $24 million budget request.4 

Instead, this Court should use the proposed funding levels that Navajo Nation submitted 

in years when those proposals were not hand-delivered during a lapse in federal appropriations as 

guideposts in determining a reasonable damages award.  In the alternative, this Court should 

require Plaintiff to provide a detailed justification for its proposed damages for breach of the 

deemed approved CY 2014 AFA or, if further fact finding at the administrative level would be 

useful in the Court’s determination of a reasonable damages level here, the Court could remand 

this case back to the BIA before awarding damages in this case. 

I. Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA Contract Must Be Deemed Approved to Effectuate 
the D.C. Circuit’s Decision But the Remaining Details of the Remedy Are Left to 
This Court 

The D.C. Circuit decided that (i) the Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA contract proposal 

was received on October 4, 2013, (ii) the 90-day deadline should not be equitably tolled beyond 

January 2, 2014, and (iii) Navajo Nation is not equitably estopped from disputing the timeliness 

of the BIA’s January 15, 2014, declination.  See Navajo Nation, 852 F.3d at 1128-30.  As a 

consequence, it “reverse[d]” this Court’s decision, which granted Defendants’ summary 

judgment motion and denied Plaintiff’s, without specifying a remedy.  Id. at 1131.  In its 

decision, the D.C. Circuit did not describe which aspects of the relief requested by Plaintiff 

                                                 
4 See United States Department of the Interior, Budget Justifications and Performance 
Information, Fiscal Year 2014, Indian Affairs (“Greenbook”), at IA-PSJ-20, available at 
https://www.indianaffairs.gov/cs/groups/xocfo/documents/text/idc1-021730.pdf.  The 
appropriate award levels for the Navajo Nation’s CY 2015, CY 2016, and CY 2017 AFAs for 
this contract are at issue in the consolidated proceedings Navajo Nation v. Dep’t of Interior, et 
al., No. 1:16-cv-00011-TSC (D.D.C. filed Jan. 5, 2016), No. 1:17-cv-00513-TSC (D.D.C. filed 
March 21, 2017), and No. 1:17-cv-00863-TSC (D.D.C. filed May 10, 2017).  Defendants’ 
position is that, regardless of the level of damages Plaintiff receives in this case, Navajo Nation 
is not entitled to receive that amount in future years. 
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should be awarded.  See Compl. at 10 (requesting (i) a judgment declaring that the Navajo 

Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal is deemed approved as of January 3, 2014, (ii) a judgment 

compelling the Secretary to sign, award, and fund the Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA, and (iii) 

an award of damages for breach of contract in the amount of $15,762,985, plus interest, fees, and 

costs). 

The remedial question is thus left to this Court in the first instance.  See United States on 

Behalf of Dep’t of Labor v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 131 F.3d 1037, 1041 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (district 

court prohibited only from reconsidering issues decided “explicitly or by necessary implication” 

by the court of appeals); United States v. Kellington, 217 F.3d 1084, 1094 & n.11 (9th Cir. 2000) 

(concluding that the district court may entertain “any issue not expressly or impliedly disposed of 

on appeal,” regardless of whether the mandate specifically provides for a remand); Engel 

Industries, Inc. v. Lockformer, 166 F.3d 1379, 1383 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“We also reiterate that a 

judgment that does not specifically provide for a remand speaks only to the issues incorporated 

in the mandate:  It is not necessarily incompatible with further proceedings to be undertaken in 

the district court.”) (quotations and brackets omitted from parenthetical); see also 18B Charles 

Alan Wright, Arthur Miller, Edward Cooper, Federal Practice and Procedure § 4478.3 (2d ed. 

April 2016 Update) (“Trial courts also may have special responsibility for determining the nature 

and scope of appropriate remedies.”). 

In the section of its opinion entitled “Award Amount,” the D.C. Circuit has held that 

“[t]he cited portions of the ISDEAA do not ‘support the government’s claim that self-

determination contracts are limited to funding for programs the government currently provides to 

the requesting tribe.’”  Navajo Nation, 852 F.3d at 1130 (quoting Yurok, 795 F.3d at 1412-13).  

And it cited Yurok and Seneca Nation for the proposition that the government’s argument that 
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the Secretarial amount is a ceiling “has been oft rejected.”  Id. (citing Yurok, 795 F.3d at 1412, 

and Seneca Nation, 945 F. Supp. 2d at 150-51).  Accordingly, Defendants do not dispute that 

Plaintiff here is entitled to the Secretarial amount, or the amount the Secretary would have 

otherwise provided if its declination had not been untimely, which was $1,292,532 for CY 2014.  

Defendants also do not dispute that this Court should enter a judgment granting summary 

judgment to Plaintiff, denying Defendants’ motion for summary judgment, and declaring that 

Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal is deemed approved as of January 3, 2014.  It remains 

an open question, however, whether Plaintiff should be awarded an additional $15,762,985, 

which is the difference between the Secretarial amount and the amount Plaintiff requested in its 

CY 2014 AFA proposal and is the amount Plaintiff seeks as damages in this case.  Defendants 

respectfully submit that such an award, more than 13 times the Secretarial amount, is facially 

unreasonable and should be rejected. 

II. Court-Awarded Damages at a Reasonable Funding Level Above the Secretarial 
Amount for CY 2014 Would Remedy the Untimely Declination Identified by the 
D.C. Circuit 

A. This Court is not required to award damages for breach of the deemed approved 
contract based on the proposed funding level. 

It would run contrary to the statutory and regulatory scheme governing contracts between 

the BIA and tribes if any proposed amount, even if it grossly exceeds the Secretarial amount, 

could be deemed approved by the BIA’s failure to properly respond to a proposal within 90 

days.5  The ISDEAA does not provide a formula for determining a reasonable award level for a 

                                                 
5 The IBIA has found that the agency’s failure to respond within 90 days does not transfer 
functions that would interfere with the agency’s ability to carry out its trust responsibilities, in 
light of the ISDEAA’s prohibition on agencies “mak[ing] any contract which would impair 
[their] ability to discharge [their] trust responsibilities to any Indian tribe or individuals.”  
Skokomish Indian Tribe v. Portland Area Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs, 31 IBIA 156,  
168–72 (IBIA Sept. 12, 1997) (citing 25 U.S.C. § 5324(g)). 
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deemed approved contract—this consequence is a creation of regulation, not statute.  To the 

contrary, the statute does not require the BIA to award a self-determination contract with 

program funding that exceeds the amount of funds that the BIA would otherwise have expended 

on the particular program or service for the tribe.  See 25 U.S.C. § 5321(a)(2)(D).  The 

Secretarial amount calculated pursuant to § 5325 likewise “shall not be less than the appropriate 

[agency] would have otherwise provided for the operation of the programs or portions thereof for 

the period covered by the contract [if the agency had continued to provide the service itself]”.  

Id. § 5325(a)(1); see also Los Coyotes Band of Cahuilla & Cupeno Indians v. Jewell, 729 F.3d 

1033-34 (9th Cir. 2013) (holding that the “applicable funding level for the contract, as 

determined under [§ 5235](a)” is defined as “the amount that the BIA would have spent on the 

program if it did not enter the contract with the tribe”).  Indeed, Congress originally created the 

ISDEAA to transfer services that would otherwise be provided by the federal government and 

the funding BIA would otherwise spend on those services to tribes and tribal organizations for 

their administration.  See 25 U.S.C. § 5302(b); see also id. § 5304(j) (requiring the BIA to enter 

into contracts with tribes “for the planning, conduct and administration of programs and services 

which are otherwise provided to Indian tribes and their members”).  In short, a self-determination 

contract is designed to “transfer the funding [for the Secretarial amount] and the [] related 

programs [or activities] (or portions thereof)” from the BIA to a tribal organization.  25 U.S.C. 

§ 5329(c), model agreement § (a)(2) (emphasis added). 

In addition, the ISDEAA provides that BIA cannot be required to reduce funding for 

programs and activities provided for one tribe in order to make funds available for a self-

determination contract with another tribe.  Id. § 5325(b).  The legislative history of several 

ISDEAA provisions confirms Congress’s objective that the BIA treat all tribes similarly and 
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fairly in its funding decisions.  In enacting § 5325(b), Congress noted that any reduction 

resulting from a decrease in appropriations “should be a proportional, across-the-board 

reduction.  For example, if the Congress appropriates a funding reduction of 2 percent, the 

federal agencies should not impose reductions greater than 2 percent on tribal contractors . . . .”  

S. Rep. No. 274, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2620, 2650-51.6 

Awarding the full amount requested by Plaintiff would be contrary to this congressional 

intent.  If this Court were to award damages at the proposed funding level, the Navajo Nation 

would be receiving a $15,762,985 windfall.  No other tribe would receive $17,055,517 for CY 

2014; the BIA’s budget request for all tribal courts in CY 2014 was only approximately $24 

million, which was used to fund 185 tribal courts.7  This disparity would be the consequence 

solely of an attempt by the BIA to give the Navajo Nation as much time as possible under the 

statute to negotiate its CY 2014 AFA.  See Mem. Opinion at 9-14 (noting that the BIA “acted 

diligently and in good faith” and declining to “sanction the Nation’s gamesmanship . . . by 

rewarding it with the windfall that it seeks”). 

The D.C. Circuit’s opinion in this case does not dictate a contrary result.  Although the 

D.C. Circuit briefly cites Yurok and Seneca Nation for the proposition that the Secretarial amount 

is a floor and not a ceiling for the funding that a tribe can receive through a self-determination 

                                                 
6 Congress also noted that “[t]he Committee is concerned about the need to achieve equity.  
Clearly, an Indian patient served in a federally-operated facility should receive at least the same 
amount of care and services and [sic] an Indian patient served in a tribally-operated facility. . . .  
It is clear that the Indian Health Service needs to address questions about the equitable allocation 
of Indian Health Service resources.” S. Rep. No. 274, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in 1988 
U.S.C.C.A.N. 2620, 2650-51. Congress reiterated this interest in saying “that no matter where 
you live in Indian country . . . that every eligible person will be entitled to the same basic 
package of [program] benefits.” 138 Cong. Rec. S14096-01 (1992). 
7 See Greenbook at IA-PSJ-20. 
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contract, the Circuit Court did not hold that this Court must award the deemed approved contract 

at the proposed funding level.  See Navajo Nation, 852 F.3d at 1130. 

And neither Yurok nor Seneca Nation demonstrates that Plaintiff’s unreasonable request 

should be awarded.  The Federal Circuit in Yurok affirmed the district court’s dismissal of the 

case as a pre-award dispute and therefore had no occasion to decide the amount the Secretary 

must award a deemed approved proposal.  Yurok, 785 F.3d at 1413-14 (finding that under the 

ISDEAA, there are two steps to creating a contract—approval and award—and a deemed 

approved contract is not awarded by operation of law).  In Seneca Nation, the court awarded the 

deemed approved contract at the proposed level as a “consequence[] of IHS’s [complete] failure 

to respond to the Nation”8 but, as discussed more fully below, did so while noting that the 

proposed amount was “facially reasonable.”  See Seneca Nation, 945 F. Supp. 2d at 145, 151-52.  

In contrast to Seneca Nation, the Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 proposed funding level is not facially 

reasonable and should not be used as the basis for a damages award. 

B. This Court should determine a reasonable funding level to award as damages 
for breach of the deemed approved contract. 

Navajo Nation’s proposed funding level for the deemed approved contract is grossly 

disproportionate to the Secretarial amount that is required to be awarded for the contract.  The 

Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposed funding that was more than 13 times 

($17,055,517/$1,292,532) the level of funding provided in CY 2013 less a sequester reduction, 

                                                 
8 In this respect, Seneca Nation is also factually distinct from this case; there, the government 
failed to provide any response to the ISDEAA proposals beyond a plain acknowledgment of 
receipt.  Seneca Nation, 945 F. Supp. 2d at 139.  In contrast here, the BIA completed its review 
of the ISDEAA proposal diligently and in good faith and its untimely declination was due 
entirely to (i) good faith attempts to negotiate with the tribal organization, and (ii) because of 
Plaintiff’s silence, a lack of awareness that Plaintiff believed that the beginning of the 90-day 
period was anything other than what the agency had formally represented. 
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which was the funding level determined by the Secretary for the contract’s programs in CY 2014 

pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 5325(a)(1).  See Compl. Ex. H at 1 & Ex. A. 

If a contract proposal’s funding level is unreasonable on its face, a tribal organization 

should not be entitled to that portion of the proposed funding that is unreasonable.  Cf. Seneca 

Nation of Indians v. United States HHS, 945 F. Supp. 2d at 151-52 (noting that “the amount 

proposed by the Nation appears facially reasonable because even if IHS does not traditionally 

calculate funding on a per-person basis, the Nation has explained that it selected a formula to 

remedy its perceived funding gap by picking a comparatively low per-capita figure from the five 

formulas given to it as examples by IHS representatives, including Mr. Wiggins”).  In Seneca 

Nation, the amount proposed only constituted an increase of 1.4 times the Secretarial amount 

($12,461,319/$8,686,927).  In addition, the tribe in Seneca Nation proposed a per-patient 

formula to calculate a per-person value for healthcare as a basis for its increase in funding. 

Here, the Navajo Nation has not provided any detailed explanation to the BIA or to this 

Court as to why the proposed funding level is a facially reasonable increase over the contract’s 

prior funding levels.  The scope of services provided under the contract did not grow over time, 

as the Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal included the same fifteen specific tasks and 

objectives as in the effective Contract.  See Stipulations ¶ 19; Defs.’ MSJ Ex. A, Att. A – Fiscal 

Year 2012 Scope of Work at 1-2; Compl. Ex. B, Att. A – Fiscal Year 2014 Scope of Work at 2.  

In addition, although the Navajo Nation was required to submit a summary budget with its CY 

2014 AFA proposal, this budget simply increased the amounts in each budget category 

dramatically without an explanation of why such increases reflected actual increased need in 

these categories over prior years.  See Defs.’ MSJ Ex. A, Att. B – Fiscal Year 2012 Tribal Court 

Program Budget Summary; Compl. Ex. B, Att. B – Fiscal Year 2014 Tribal Court Program 
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Budget Summary.  For example, the Navajo Nation’s summary budget amount for Personnel 

Salary increased from $1,889,839.00 in the CY 2012 AFA’s summary budget to $9,107,736.00 

in the CY 2014 AFA proposal’s summary budget.  Id.  The Navajo Nation’s summary budget 

amount for Fringe Benefits increased from $779,559.00 in the CY 2012 AFA’s summary budget 

to $4,215,622.00 in the CY 2014 AFA proposal’s summary budget.  Id. 

Former Chief Justice Yazzie submitted a declaration in support of the Navajo Nation’s 

proposed CY 2014 funding level with Plaintiff’s opposition to Defendants’ motion for summary 

judgment.  See Pl.’s Opp’n MSJ Ex. B (ECF No. 21).  But this declaration suffers the same fatal 

flaw as the summary budget submitted with the Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal—they 

both simply increased the amounts in each budget category dramatically without an explanation 

of why such an increase from prior years is necessary.  See id.; Defs.’ MSJ Ex. A, Att. B – Fiscal 

Year 2012 Tribal Court Program Budget Summary; Compl. Ex. B, Att. B – Fiscal Year 2014 

Tribal Court Program Budget Summary.  In fact, former Chief Justice Yazzie noted that the 

caseload for the Navajo Nation’s District Courts and Supreme Court had decreased between 

2012 and 2014.  Pl.’s Opp’n MSJ Ex. B ¶¶ 8, 11. 

The Navajo Nation’s proposed $17,055,517 funding level for CY 2014 was more than 13 

times the Secretarial amount for the Contract and is facially unreasonable, and as such it should 

be rejected.  This Court should look to the proposed funding levels that Navajo Nation submitted 

in years when those proposals were not hand-delivered during a lapse in federal appropriations 

for guidance as to a reasonable award level for the deemed approved contract.  Plaintiff proposed 

a budget of $3,422,609 in CY 2012 and a budget of $2,072,950 in CY 2013 for this ISDEAA 

contract.  Defs.’ MSJ Ex. A, Att. B – Fiscal Year 2012 Tribal Court Program Budget Summary; 

Defs.’ Reply MSJ Ex. C – Fiscal Year 2013 Tribal Court Program Budget Summary (ECF No. 
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23).  In contrast, Plaintiff’s proposed funding in CY 2014 for the deemed approved contract was 

approximately 5 times ($17,055,517/$3,422,609) the level of funding that the Navajo Nation 

proposed in CY 2012 and more than 8 times ($17,055,517/$2,072,950) the level of funding that 

the Navajo Nation proposed in CY 2013. 

In the alternative, the Court should require Navajo Nation to provide a reasonable basis 

for the Court to calculate damages above the floor set by the Secretarial amount.  Or, if further 

fact finding at the administrative level would be useful in the Court’s determination of a 

reasonable damages level here, the Court could remand this case back to the BIA.  The BIA and 

Navajo Nation could then assess the summary budget submitted with the Navajo Nation’s CY 

2014 AFA proposal to determine whether the claimed amounts reasonably reflected Navajo 

Nation’s funding need in each of the budget categories in CY 2014 before this Court awards 

damages.9 

CONCLUSION 

For the above stated reasons, to effectuate the decision of the Court of Appeals, the Court 

should enter a judgment granting summary judgment in favor of Plaintiff, denying Defendants’ 

motion for summary judgment, declaring that Navajo Nation’s CY 2014 AFA proposal is 

deemed approved as of January 3, 2014, and awarding damages for breach of contract by 

Defendants at a level this Court determines to be reasonable. 

                                                 
9 For example, the BIA is authorized to survey tribal justice systems and Courts of Indian 
Offenses “to determine the resources and funding, including base support funding, needed to 
provide for expeditious and effective administration of justice” pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 3612. 
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